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Cohesive teams make better, faster decisions.  They tap into the skills and opinions of 
all members.  They also avoid wasting time and energy on politics, confusion and 
destructive conflict.  High performing, cohesive teams create a competitive advantage—
and have more fun!  Here are the Five Behaviors of a Cohesive Team: 
 
 
TRUST:  This is the foundation of any good team.  And it goes beyond “predictive 
trust”—meaning “I believe you will do what you say you will do.”  Great teams achieve a 
deeper level of trust when they are able to be vulnerable with one another—and are 
willing to share openly, honestly and without judgment. 
 
CONFLICT:  This can be one of the most productive and often under-utilized aspects of 
a high performing team.  The challenge is we sometimes work too hard to avoid conflict, 
when openly (and respectfully) acknowledging and addressing differences can lead to a 
much better outcome and result. 
 
COMMITMENT:  It’s not necessary to achieve consensus, but working together to gain 
clarity and buy-in are key to commitment.  Making good decisions is an important 
outcome of teamwork.  Honoring and supporting the decisions made together when 
teams are apart is even more critical to becoming a truly powerful and effective team. 
 
ACCOUNTABILITY:  This is the hardest thing for most teams to embrace.  It’s difficult 
for team members to hold one another accountable.  Feedback is a gift—and gives 
team members a chance to improve.  Great team members don’t look to their leader as 
the primary source of accountability—they build credibility by doing what they say 
they’re going to do and encouraging others to do the same. 
 
RESULTS:  The ultimate goal of building greater trust, healthy conflict, commitment, 
and accountability is the achievement of results.  When “winning” becomes a team 
accomplishment, instead of an individual accomplishment—success becomes more 
meaningful and sustainable over time.  Defining shared goals, while establishing and 
monitoring key performance indicators helps make collective results a priority. 
 
 
 

 

JERA Partnerships is an authorized partner of the Five Behaviors of a Cohesive Team, 
based on the work of Patrick Lencioni.  We help teams achieve the promise of success 

earned by aligning and engaging more fully to achieve outstanding results.  

 


